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With 56 stunning full-color images by America's leading nature photographers, a week-by-week

format, and "wire-o" binding, the Sierra Club Engagement Calendar is the most popular nature

calendar ever published. Includes year-at-a-glance grids for 2013, 2014, and 2015.
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Although everything seems to be electronic these days, I still prefer a paper engagement calendar

for my personal use. I record all sorts of things in it - appointments, vacation information, exercise,

etc. I purchase the Sierra Club Engagement Calendar every year (with a couple of exceptions,

which I later regretted). The paper is of decent quality. The spiral binding makes it easy to flip

through the pages. There is one week per page (see customer image). There is ample writing space

for each day. Best of all, the photos of the animals and scenery are absolutely amazing. I especially

like it when I discover a picture or two taken in my own state. It makes me appreciate my

surroundings that much more.

I order this calendar every single year. Unlike most other engagement books, Sierra Club arranges

the week Monday thru Sunday, with each week on a single page, not broken up. Perfect for those of

us who don't want to trust our phones with our calendars!

This is the best flat, spiral bound engagement calendar I have found. There is plenty of room to

write your activities and the Sierra Club pix are always great to look at.



This is a nice BASIC planner. The thing I like about it is that there aren't very many "filler" pages

(address books, to-do lists for each month, pockets, etc.) so the planner itself is quite thin. It's

basically a page for each week, and on the facing page is a beautiful photograph of nature- anything

from animals to abstract-like images of geological features. There's also a bit of white space around

each photo and at the top and bottom of each calendar page for jotting notes.The only issue I have

with the planner is that the pages are glossy and thin, so it takes a while for any ink to dry without

smudging AND it's hard to write on the planner with pencil.But I appreciate the minimalistic, clean

design and the gorgeous photography.

I have been buying this calendar every year for at least 15 years and am not bored with it yet. I

stopped using it as a "calendar" years ago (when i started using my smartphone calendar function),

but still buy this calendar and sit it on a corner of my desk. the quality and variety of the photos is

something i look forward to each week.

Great product as usually! Love the pictures and the amount of space in which I can write. Wonderful

for all who need to record daily events.

I like this calendar because it has dates on only the right page -- much easier to use than some

other engagement calendars.

Beautiful calendar, but... uh... there's a misprint. The week of Monday, Dec 22 - 28 is in there twice,

which initially messed up my year-ahead planning effort until I figured out what was wrong. So, uh...

be careful.Normally, I'd give this 5 stars for the beautiful photos. However, since it's a *calendar,* it

would be really important to get the dates right/not repeat a week. It's a beautiful calendar with lots

of room to write, so I'm not unhappy with the purchase. But please immediately check your calendar

for duplicate pages BEFORE you sit down to plan out your year!!!
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